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How to fold an origami
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1. Start with a square piece of paper.
2. Fold and unfold.

3. Fold the edges to the center.

4. Fold and unfold.

5. Precrease.

6. Reverse folds.

7. Fold points out.

8. Fold to center.

9. Precrease, then open to step 7.

10. Fold to center.
11. Turn over.

12. Crease through all layers.


14. Rabbit-ear.

15. Bisect angle.

16. Swivel out.

17. Pleat.

18. Turn over.

19. Fold over edge.
20. Tuck underneath.

21. Turn over.

22. Fold down the tail.

23. Pinch the tail up.

24. Fold the model in half, flattening the tail.

25. Swivel the head down, causing a reverse fold on the top of the head.


27. Unfold; repeat behind.

28. Repeat step 25.
29. Squash fold on existing creases.

30. Fold to the point shown.

31. Finished!